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Joint spectral characteristics: a tale of three disciplines
Abstract: Joint spectral characteristics describe the stationary behavior of a discrete time linear

switching system. Well, that's what an electrical engineer would say. A mathematician would say
that they characterize the asymptotic behavior of a semigroup of matrices, and a computer scientist
would perhaps see them as describing languages generated by automata. Because of their
connections with these wide research topics, joint spectral characteristics have been at the center of
rich and diverse research efforts in recent years. They are notoriously very hard to compute (NP
hardness, Undecidability, etc. are the rule rather than the exception), but it turns out that one can
often get around these difficulties, and modern optimization techniques seem particularly useful
for studying them. I will survey and connect several powerful and interesting results, emphasizing
the role of optimization methods. I will present applications, ranging from wireless control
protocols to viral diseases treatment, malicious agents tracking, etc...
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